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KaNr, FnrEs, AND rHE ExpaNprNc ljNrvr,nsr or ScmNcr

Helmut Pulte

The relation betrveen science and philosophy in the first half of the nine-

teenth century in Germany was characterized by a significant tension: Sci-

ence becarne the prevailing signature of culture, and philosophy at that

time dominated by the systelrs of speculative idealism-lost its authorin'in
matters of scientific rationality. Quite the contrary, philosophy itself became

increasingly the target of"scientistic" criticism, that is, it was accused of not
(or of no longer) being able to judge rvhat rationaliqr meant in the di{fer-
ent discourses of science and of not obeying scientific standards in its oun

discourse (see, for example, Schnädelbach 1983,88).The growing alienation

and even hostility between science ancl philosophy later in the centun' led

to the formation of a philosophy of science that was relatively isolated fron
"school philosophy" and was promoted by scientists themselves (as. tbr

exan-rple, by Ernst Mach, Hermann von Helmholtz. Ludrvig Boltzmann. and

Heinrich Hertz).

Jakob Friedrich Fries (173-1843) \\'as one of the fes'philosophers
and scier-itists in the first half of the ninereenth centnlr-sho perceir-ed thrs

development early on and tried to keep philosophr- and science rosether

on the basis of a somehow "dynanized" Kantianism. Thoueh the recep-

tion of his philosophy of sci.ence suilere d from unfar,or:rble historioqraph-

ical, biographical, and political circumstances nol to be drscussed here (see

Pulte 1999a), his approach to the philosophy ofscience deserres special

attention, as it reflects and integrates post-Kantian developrlents in math-

ematics and the natural sciences withor-rt giving up Kant's principal aim

of a transcendental foundation for all scientific knorvledge. Frie s's com-

rnitment to Kant is best summarized at the end of an unpublished letter
from 1832:

Despite all this I remain a l{antian,because in the historv of philosophy,

rvhat will be estimated more than any of ollr new findings is Kanti dis-

tinction of analytic and synthetic judgments, the fundamentai question of
how synthetic judgments a priori are possible, the discovery of a tran-
scendental guideline and the system ofcategories and idcas, the discovery
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of pure intr-rition, and finally the implementarion of the doctrines in his
critiques.z

Kantt transcendental philosophy has been taken as a turning point (not
on1y, but also) in th.e history of the philosophy of science and of the philos-
ophy of nature. Äs such it serves as an important landmark still in current
systematic discussions.The question regarding the significance of Fries's phi-
losophy therefore amolrnts to a questiolr also abor-rt the relevance of all the
work that originates in Kant. I propose to deal with his approach as a con-
tinuation of Kant's doctrine, w.hich rvas motivated by the scientific achieve-
ments of his time; it can therefore be labeled as a "scientifically adequate"
attempt to carry on I{ant's approach.

To this end, Fries had to exrend Kant's narro."v definition of "science
proper" as it is highlighted in the introduction to the Metaphysicdl Founda-
tions of Natural. sci.ettce. Kartt three necessary conditions for "scie'ce
proper"-mathematicirv, apodicticity and sytematicity-are closely related,
though not reducible to each other. First, his clain that "in every doctrine
of nature only so mucl-i science proper can be found as there is mathenat-
ics in it" (IV, 47q does not mean, of course, that any use of trrathelnatics
within a natural doctrine turns it into science. Second, not arly apodictic
doctrine is science, as is shown by metaphysics. And third, not any system-
atically organized doctrine is a proper science for Kant-though it can be
science and even "rational science" (IV 468) as in the case of chemistry.
Rather, proper science, according to Kant, needs a pure parr in r,vhich the
apodictic certainty of its first principies is founded and the possibility of
physical objects is guaranteed by a construction ofits concept in pure intu-
ition (I! 469-470).This is the basic idea r-rnderlf ing Kant's concept of"sci-
ence proper." Its range "shrinks" even further rvith Kantt elaboration of this
concept in the subsequent parts of tr.le )[etaplqtsical Foundatlons. FIerc it
becomes an apodictic and systenatic natural science that aims at an expla-
nation of all natural phenomena bv the interaction of corporeal masses

according to fundamental attracrive and repr-rlsive forces. In the end, their
rrathematical construction is tl-re kind of mathematization of nature that
Kant asks for.

Kant's program of the Metaphysicdl FoundatiLrns met increasing resist-
ance in the first decades of the nineteenth century.3 one important reason
was that his understanding of "science proper" excluded important new
areas of research, especially within chemistry and biology. Even those "new
sciences" that r'ade extensive use of mathematics (and in so far followed
Kant's ideal) did not reach the type of mathematization Kant was asking for.
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And even within Kanti "model sciences," that is, mathemati.cs and mathe-

matical physics, certain developments-such as the rise of algebraic analysis

within pure mathematics, of analytical mechanics within mathematical

physics, or of the calculus of probabilityl-meant a challenge for those

philosophers and scientists who in principle shared Kanl's understanding of
sclence.

At first sight, Fries's approach can be characterized as a twofoid exten-

sion of Kant's strict and rigid understanding of science. First, he develops a

methodology of science that gi.ves scientific meaning to Kant's synthetic prin-
ciples a priori in those areas where their constitutive character is by no means

obvious. Second, he weakens in an "empiricist" direction Kantt demand that

science has to form a system, that is, he weakens it in a way tirat a11ou-s the

formation of different empirical [heories (as sciences) without giving up the

idea of a system of all scientific knowledge (as a regulative ldeal ).
This essay aims at a survey of Friest philosophy of science r'vi.th spe-

cial attention to his extension of Kant's understanding of science in relation

to scientific development in general. To suit this purpose, details of the his-

tory of the different sciences in question are omitted throughout. I first dis-

cuss in sor-ne detail Fries's "rnethodological transformation" of Kant's

approach. I then illustrate this transformation with some examples lionr
mathematical physics, chemistry and biology. Some concluding remarks on

Fries's philosophy of (pure) mathematics are rrleant to shorv that it. roo. can

be characterized by Fries's predorrinant ain to keep together Kanrian phi-
losophy ofscience and the actual developnrent ofscience.

Fnom ScrpNcE To rHE ScrrucEs:"SvsrEu" Attrl "THronrrs" rr Fnrts's

Pnrrosopny oF ScTENCE

Fries devoted a substantial part of his large philosophical oeur re to nrethod-
ological and foundational probiems of the natural sciences.' I u-ill concen-

trate on one aspect that seems most significant with respe ct to his ertension

of Kant's understanding of science, that is, Friest separation of "theories"

from "system" and its attendant methodology.

Äccording to Kant, systematicity is a necessary prerequisite for a body
of knowle dge to become a science:"Any doctrine, if it is to be a system, that

is, a whole of knowledge ordered by principles, is calied science" (IY, 467).

It is well known that, with respect to natural science, Kant addressed the

problem of systenatic unity from two dilTerent directions. First, he ap-

proached it fiom the "bottom up," where empirical laws are successively

brought under more general laws by our reflective judgment and where a
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logically conceived uniry of all larvs is presupposed as a reguiative ideal of
our reason. Second, he considered it from the "top down," where rnore and

more special empirical laws are subsumed under the a priori larvs of our

understanding as they were "deduced" by Kant in his first Critique and

specified tn the Metaphysical Foundalions (see, for example, Friedman 1992,

48-49,242 264).ll rvas shown elsewhere thal the first approach is deeply

rooted in Kant'.s precr-itical physico-theology-Kant himseif later refers to

a "subjective" and a "formal" teleology (V 193)6-and that it seems philo-
sophically insufficient according to Kant's own standards, in so far as it
cannot explain the necessity of the special laws without which they are,

for Kant, no proper laws at all br-rt trere Httmearl regularities (see Pulte

I999b, 306-327): Reflective jr-rdgment is not constitutive. The second

approach, on the other hand, seenrs insufficient in so far as it does not show

how the great varietv of empirical phenonrena that refer to ditTerent kinds

of matter are to be brought r.tnder a fes' I'erv general concepts and

laws: Principles of the understandrnq are not "inrmediate." Both approaches

taken together raise the problern of horv thev are and horv thev cart be coor-

dinated so as to realize the ideal of a systenratic r'vhole of or,rr scientific

knor'vledge.

Fnns's FneurNG oF THE Ancuntu'r

Fries conres to this problem at an early stage ofhis career, and he locates it
in one of the rlost serious defects that he finds in Kant's whole theoretical

phiiosophy: Kant did not seParate understanding and reason r'vith suffrcient

clarity and he therefore rnixed up knowledge (b)' o.,. understanding) and

belief (by our reason) at several ir.uportant points of his lranscendental argu-

ment. Friesk remedy is to sharply demarcate a so-called "natural rvorld vierv"

of the understanding and an "ideal world vieu"' of re.rson as two difTerent

types ofjudgment abont realiry on equal footing (1828-1831 ,5:310-324),
and to introduce a mediatine f:rculry cilled Altndurrg or presentiment.TWith-

out going into the subtleties of this modification of Kant's theoreticai syslem

(see Elsenhans 190(r, 1:335-3,15), Fries's seneral argurnent can be sttmrned up

and focused with respect to philosophy of science in three steps.

First, Fries states that Kant's weak derlarcation of the faculties of
undelstanding and reason results in a "confusion of theory and idea"

(182i1-1831, 5:333).4 distinction between theorys and idea is nevertheless

absolutely neccssary to circunrscribe the legitimate claims of scientifrc

knowledge and separate thenr from the excessive clainrs made by the ideal

worldview: Science, belonging to the natural world view, emerges in the

lOul
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shape of theory.The necessary distinction between theory and idea also

implies a demand for the differentiation of two kinds of regulatives that
Kant often mixes up: "ideal regulatives" referring to ideas (reason) and

"heuristic maxims," referring to theory (understanding) (1828 1831,

5:313ff.).e

Second, according to Fries, Kant had declared ideas to be onl1' rsgu-
lative, but in fact he also used them as constitutive. Fries therebv oflers a ne',r'

interpretation, or rather puts the Kantian notions "constitutive" and "regu-

lative" in concrete terms with respect to phrlosophy of science. A principle
is called constitutive "if, as soon as it is given, it decides the case oiits appli-
cation for itself so that the subsuming judgment is able to develop from it sci-

ence in theoretical form; a principle is called regwlatiue, on the other hand. if
the rejecting judgment has to first seek out for it a case of application and its

constitutive purpose" (1828-1831,5:311). For the present it couid be stated

that constitutive pri.nciples enable theory while regulative principles enable

generalizations. It is important to note that in the case of Fries, as opposed

to the case of Kant, this distinction arises relative to particular theories.Änd
even within such particular theories it is not absolute:Äs we shall see later.

regulative principles can become constitutive. According to Fries, Kant did
not realize the "potentially" constitutive function of certain regulative prrn-
ciples. By endowing ideas with a regulative function for judgment. Kant
implicitiy allowed them to function as "ph,vsical regulatives" and thus as

constitutive of experience, "after he had initially denied them all claims to

constitutiveness" (1 828-1 8 3I, 5 :3 16).

Third, this problem can be removed in light of the first step and the

split within Kantt subjective formal teleology, that is. br a disrincrion
between two kinds of regulatives that are not diflerentiared in Kant's use of
ideas:According to Fries, regulatives o,f theories and reqularives il theorres

have to be distinguished. Ideal regulatives contain general detlnitions about
aims and forms of theories and serve mainly to separate theories from ideas;

they are not constitutive and cannot become so. Heuristic narims. horvever,

are regulatives in theories; their function is to subordinate the special

(particular empirical facts, particular empiricai lar,vs) under the general (par-

ticular empirical laws, laws of higher level); they play a leading role for
induction. Fries wants to apply his thesis regarding regulative and constitu-
tive principles exclusively to these: Heuristic maxims, that is, maxims of the

systematizing understanding, can become constitutive for experience.As he

indicates and as will be examined in tnore detail by an analysis of his under-
standing of "theory," the heuristic maxims operate on actual given experi-
ence, while the ideal regulatives operate on all possible experience-a
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difference that results from Fries's separation of natural and ideal world-
view (1828-1831,5:332). From the start Fries thus places Kant's problem of
coordinating the bottom-up and the top-down approaches in the context
of the natural worlduiew, as only in this context it can become a subject for
the philosophy of science.The ideal worlduiew, on the other hand, does not
refer to a given manifold of experience but to the whole of possible expe-
rience, which is not accessible to real science and therefore can have no
impact on the philosophy of science.

ONE Sysrrnr, Vaarous TnEonrps

Kant's subJective formal teleology is "global" in character, that is, it refers to
the whole systen of nature or the whole system of possible experience. For
Fries, this all-embracing notion of"sysrem" can be relevant only to the ideal
worldview. FIowever, the relevant "unit of knowledge" for the natural
worldview is "theory":"'we therefore demand theory in its strictest mean-
ing from the natural world view of things; but just in its opposition to the
ideal view" (1828-i831,5:345). Fries defines theory as "a science in which
facts are recognized in their subordination under general laws and their con-
nections are explained by these" (1837,541). It is crucial in this respect that
the unity embodied by a theory can be given neither through experience
itself nor through philosophy, because its necessary principles cannor say
anything abour a particular fact (1837,551). Theories are characterized
rather by mathematical unity. only pure intuition includes parricular facts
and general ruies, so that only rnathematics can contrive the connection of
both: "If at all we therefore achieve theory ancl explanarion only through
mathematics" (1 837, 55 1).

Fries draws two important conclusions from this: o'the one hand,
theory can only explain such empirical facts that can be subsumed under
the same norions of rnagnitude (GröJ3enbegrife). on the other hand, it,,fol-
lows that there should be as many theoretical beginnings in our cognition
as there are ditTerent qualities. of these there are, however, various ones in
the doctrine of nature fNaturlehrel,so that any theoretical task in our cog-
nition is limited; the theories of our science cannot be unified in a system,
there are instead as many individual theories separated from each other as

there are separate qualities" (1837,552).
This means, in more concrete terms, that different qualities (like

sound or heat) can define (at least provisionally) difitrent theories (like
acoustics or a theory of heat). However, Friest "pure doctrine of motion,,
(Reine Bewegungslehre)-an elaboratio' and extension of Kantt Metaphysical
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Foundationsll-retains an exceptional, "towering" role, as i.ts laws are valid
for any objects of outward experience, whatever their qualities are; it is

the constitutive theory par excellence (1822,3). But this heritage of Kant's

"top down-systematization" is methodologically transformed by Fries in a

characteristic nanner: Äs the a priori laws of motion, as given in Fries's

phorononry,ll are valid for all physical objects, they form what I will later

call "a priori anchors" for the development of heuristic maxims of the dif-
ferent theories (such as acoustics, the theory of heat, etc.) in question. As

such, however, they do not determine the empirical content of the more

special theories, but are to be understood merely as heuristic guides for these

theories.Though we shall always try to reduce sensory given qualities to fun-
damental properties of matter, force, and movelrrent, any actual theory has to

accept sensory qualities as given and thus starts its mathematical development

with the notions of magnitudes belonging to them: "no outward quality iike

color, sound, heat, sme11 etc. can be explained as such, but each alone is the

principle of a theory in which the gradual differences are reduced to its most

simple relations" (1837, 595, cf. 551-552). Regardless of his general Kantian

orientation, Fries here expresses an "empiricist concession" that is rooted in
his detailed knowledge of and intimacy with the scientific practice of his

time and the differentiation of particulal theoretlcal subdisciplines of phvsics

thac traditional mechanism could no longer hold together.
'We therefore find a pluralism of theories rvith Fries that clearlv goes

beyond the scope of Kant's concept of system. This point is decisir-e for
understanding the difference between Kant\ subjective tormal teleoiogy

and Friest heuristic maxims, because these maxims correspond lo concrete

theories that need to have a limited range of experience (1828-1831,

5:345). In thi.s sense the maxims always refer to a "really given manifold"
(the "reality" of which is the practice of the scientific development of the-

ories) and not to "any somehow imaginable lirgend zu gebende) manifold,"
that is, lrot on an all-out system of experience inaccessible to science

(1828-1831, 5:323).
This restriction of maxims, taken by itself, does not solve Kantt prob-

lem, but it points the rvay to a solution: Kant's problem does not so much

reveal a defect of empirical theory building, but rather poses a problem for
empirical methodology. Even a theory that has constitutive, that is, mathe-

matical, principles (1837, 551) is in need of such a methodology, because the

"deductive range" of such principles is most often limited:12

In each mathematical system we can actuaily develop the systen from the

highest principles in for-ward direction by putling together each compiex
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fKomplexion] out of its elements; but with these developments we always
reach only a certain point where the composition of the complexes will
be too large. Here we follow the reverse way of observation, regard the
complex as a whole and just try to organize the complexes at large by an
involution without completing the evolution down ro the iast detail.The
latter method of induction demands a development of constitutive laws
as precisely as possible in order to obtain certain heuristic principles;
however, it remains indispensable in its own sphere as all theoretical com-
positions always treat only general larvs without finding the way to a par-
ticular story. (1 828-1 83 1, 5:31 2-313)

The experience of incompleteness of each actually per{ormed ',develop-
ment" of a theory expresses the impossibility in principle to complete such
a "development," which is a consequence of Fries's restriction to the natu-
ral worldview.The quotation reveals, however, that this restriction does not
relax the demands on the formation of scientific knowledge, but in a way
strengthens them: It is a matter of getting theory and experience into a kind
of "dynanical balance" in order to gain (as far as possible) complete scien-
tific explanations-a problem of balancing deduction and induction, con-
sritutivc laws and heuristic maxims.

Now, Fries's picture of theory forrl.arion is roughly this:13 Theory
starts genetically, as does a1l our knowledge, with experience and proceeds
by means of induction and speculation to general concepts, rules, and clas-
sifications, at best up to constitutive principles. This process is not linear:
Rules already gained have to be reconsidered in regard to particular cases

and serve as guidelines for further generalization on their part.These guide-
lines therefore have an "anchor point" in prior experience. Speculation pro-
vides a second "anchor point," which is a priori: It demonstrates by means
of mathematical and philosophical abstraction which general laws are pos-
sible at all for a certain field of experience and in what way these laws relate
to constitutive theories (that may already exist). For example, in the theory
of gravitation experience shows that an attractive and central force between
single masses exists, and only experience can find out its degree with respect
to mass (empirical fixation); mathematical and metaphysical abstraction,
however, define the form of the law of gravitation (a priori fixation; com-
pare 1822,400-401, 443-499).The guidelines thus "fixed" twice are norh-
ing else than Friest heuristic maxims, that is, maxims of the systemarizing
understanding. They regulate the further formation of theory in form of a

"rational induction" as opposed to an unguided (in a way "blind,') induc-
tion. At best, they iead to the discovery of constitutive principles for the
lheory in question.
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This regressive procedure describes only the senetic development up

to a constitutive theory. However, the ideal case of such a theory that Fries
recognizes in celestial mechanics is the exception (1822,345). In various
fields, for example in natural history, there are theories that he himself-
rather misleadingly-describes as "regulative":Their laws are nothing more
than generalizations, more or less probable, though it should be noted that
even their heuristic maxims have to be directed to the most general consti-
tutive principles ofphorononry (1837,596). Fries therefore talks about "nvo
diflerent ways" that mey serve to develop "theoretical science" (1828-1831,

5:595):

First wc gatn amslifuLtire thcories following the progressive nrethod of the
subsuming judgment and then [u'e gain] reguladve theories fbllorr'ir.rg the
regressive lnethod of the rellecting judgment. In rheir- presel.rration rhe

constitutive theories proceed systenratically fionr their principles, ther-
therefore demand a principle that allows developrnents on its or.vn accord,
thac is, it dernands a precisely defined mathematical task. . . . Regrlatilc
theories first require induction as the methocl of invention in order to pro-
ceed fiom facts to general laws which here are to be asserted as principies
of the theory. (1828-1831, 5:595-596)

These two methods of theory formation-"bottorn up" and "top dorn,11"-
highlight Fries's methodological dissolution of Kantt problem: If (and onh'
if) it succeeds-usually by an interaction of both methods-in reaching ;r

complete constitutive theory, the laws of this theory can be subsunred in a

logical, deductive systelrl. Only then does it rnake sense to talk abour the
"necessiry" of special laws, which was Kant'.s cardinal problem from his pre-
critical period on (see Pulte i999b, 311-327). For Fries, horvever. therc is

neither a guarantee nor an absolute requirement to demonstrate the neces-

sity of the lar,vs of a theory-no guarantee, as corlstitutive p::inciples are

scarce, and no absoh-rte requirement, as all human science is natural science,

and all naturai science must be restricted according to the n:rtllral t-orld-
view: "'We presuppose as known that in human convictions this rvhole [nat-
ural] science must remdin separated -rt'onr thc belicf itr e rt'rtr,tl tllr/r. thoueh it is

subordinated to belief" (Fries 1822, 1).

TnEonv aNo (JNrry or ExpeuuNcE

Fries's methodological consider-ations bring him to another remarkable
conclusion: If heuristic maxims as guidelines of rational induction reveal
"a priori-anchorage," and if, furthermore, theory in general develops as an
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interaction of regressive and progressive methods, it is not at all possible
to differentiate sharply between the merely reguiative and constitutive
functions of these maxims: Heuristic maxims of rational induction there-
fore must have constitutive contents (1828-1831, 5:311).14 Based on this
conclusion, Kant is reproached for "mixing and confusing theory and
idea" (1828-1831, 5:333). As Kant does not ditTerentiate clearly enough
between natural and ideal worldviews, he consequently makes no differ-
ence between her-rristic (that is, "systematizing") maxims of the under-
standing and the regulative ideals of reason, which are both involved in the
regulative use of ideas.Though Kant did not want to admit this, the regu-
lative use of ideas goes beyond the rrrere regulation of experience. As
Fries remarks:

In the most general case this mistake reveals itself in rhe use of the ideas
of sou1, the world and the deiry which even Kant falsely recognizes
as physical regulatives after he had first denied them any claims to consti-
tutive character. Here he did not understand, however, the nature of
the systematizing maxims, otherwise he would have understood that,
when applied, each regulative maxin for the narural view of things is only
different in degree from the constitutive law and is actually a yet
unknown constitutive law at the bottom of the theory.... (1828-1831,
5:346)

By declaring theory to provide the proper uniry of experience, Fries of
course reinterprets Kantt terms "regulative" and "constitutive": For hirl,
unity of experience proves a meaningful aim only in relation to a cerrain
theory, which means that regulatives as well as constitutives can be specific
only to theory. One might call this Friest principle of localizing by render-
ing empirical.

With this principle, Fries also intensifies a problem of the philosophy
of science-and offers a respectable methodological solution-which
remained unsolved with Kant. This is the problem of the relation between
the theoretical unification of experience by general laws and the constitu-
tion of experience (in the peculiar sense of gaining objective experience of
particular facts by science). Kantt claim for a unity of experience without
constitution of experience, his subjective formal teieology of the "as if," is

hardly satisfactory in this respect. In contrast, Fries's position avoids this kind
of teleology and, in a way, appears "modern":Theoretical unification and
the constitution of scientific experience are, according to his view, two sides

of the same coin-
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KaNr's Mttapnvsrcal FouNDATIoNS AND FnrEs's MaISEMÄTICAL PnrrosopHv

OF NATURE

The criticism of Kant's philosophy of science tf iat was sketched in the pre-

vious section might obscure the fact that Fries's approach is first and fore-

most aimed at an elaboration and, so to speak, at an "updating" of Kant's

Metaphysical Foundations.At the same time, Fries sharply rejects the specula-

tive strand of German Naturphilosophie as it appears in the works of Fichte,

Hegel, and, above all, Schel1ing.1s Among Fries's works,hts Mathematical Phi-

losoplry of Nlature is most significant in both regards (1'822,v vi, 1-3,31-32,
397-398,507-509). It would go beyond the scope of this paper to provide

a detailed comparison of the Mathematical Philosophy o-f I'Jature and the Me-ta-

1:hysical Foundations.Instead, I will confine myself to some general observa-

tions about several branches of the natural sciences and of mathematics as

treated in Fries\ work. In this I am guided by two aims: First, I would like

to use some examples from the "special" sciences to illustrate and under-

score Fries's methodological reflections as presented in the previous seclion.

Second, I will hint at some of the amendations and improvements of the

Metaphysical Foundations that were offered by Fries and that may be repre-

sentative of his approach in general.There can be no doubt that Kantt inge-

nious attempt to provide a transcendental foundation for the scientific

knowledge of his time not only reflects the spirit of his time rvith respect

to the extension of"science proper" but also reveals serious gaps \\ ithin the

domain of what was actually accepted as "science proper." though these gaps

have been mosl often ignored in the German reception of the )Ietdl:h)'sical

Foundations up to now.16 A look at Friesi Mathematical Philosoplq' of -\arr.rle

may contribute to a more complex picture.

Friest principal work concerning the philosophy of science is divided

into two parts: I will deal later with the first part, on the "philosophy of pure

mathemati.cs."17 The strllcture of the second part, on "pure theory of
motion," already shows that it is guided by Kant's Metaphysical Foundations

but that Kant's work by no means determines Fries's approach to the phi-
losophy of the different sciences: (1) "phoronon1y," (2) "foundations of
dynamics," (3) "foundations of mechanics," (4) "foundations of stoichiology"
(Stöchiologie) or "foundations of the doctrine of the kinds and compositon

of masses," (5) "foundations of morphology," and (6) "foundations of phe-

nomenology" (1822,ix-x). Fries obviously accepts Kant's Metaplqsical Foun-

dations as the starting point of his investigations (1-3, 6), but not as sufficient

(4, s) (1822, 41j-414.
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MaruElr,trrcal PHysrcs

Kant's Metdphysical Foundations arc synthetic not only in an epistemological
sense (synthesis of a priori concepts) or a methodological, especially New-
tonian sense ("proved" explanations of phenomena and special laws by
deduction from principles), but also in a traditional nathematical sense
(relying on Euclidean geometry).The analytical tradition of mechanics goes
back to the late seventeenth century, and achievements like the principle of
least action, the principle of virtual velocities, and various forms of conser-
vation laws-especially, of course, the conservation of mechanical energy for
a large class of mechanical systems-might have shown Kant that concep-
tual foundations of mechanics fundamentally different frorn Newton's may
well have been possible. And yet, this srrand of marhematical physics rs

totally absent fron the conceptual analysis of his Metaphysical Foundations.
Its philosophical reievance was not acknowledged in Kant's critical period
at all.18

Fries by contrasr appreciated this development in the foundations of
mathematical physics manifest especially in the works of Leonhard Euler,
Pierre Louis Moreau de Maupertuis,Jean le Rond d'Älembert,Joseph Louis
Lagrange, and Simon Denis Poisson. Both in his phoronomy (1) and in his
mechanics (3), Fries refers to their approaches as alternative, that is, essen-
tially non-Newtonian frameworks of mechanic s. The Mathematical philoso -

phy of l,Jature is in fact probably the only Ger'ran work in the first half of
the nineteenth century in which this divergence of different attempts at the
foundation of mathematical physics is reflected at all as a philosophical
problem and in which an integration is proposecl.

This proposed integration follows Friest methodological reflecdons as

described earlier: The "constiturive" or "direct" principles of the pure d.oc-
trine of motion are, by and large, Newtont laws of motion. Newton,s sec-
ond law is added to Kantt "legislative framework" of the Metap\tsical
Foundations as a conventional stipulation prior to any empirical observations
about motion-a priori not in the sense of "condition of the possibility of
experience" but in the sense of"necessary to judge given experience," or in
more concrete terms: to deal properly with forces and motion (Fries 1822,
402-103; see König and Geldsetzer 1,979,26.).The principles of analytical
mechanics, on the other hand, are "indirect"; they are results of "bottom-
up-approaches" for systematizing mechanical experience before constitutive
principles were found, and they are still useful when applied to mechanical
systems with unknown interacrions of forces (1822,399-400, 404-405).1e
Thus Fries stresses the heuristic relevance of these principles according to
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the regressive method of theory formation: "Al1 theory here starts from
experience, but experience does not teach us the laws of motion, but
requires us to search for these laws and determine the applications of pure
laws to particular phenomena. So, the treatment of particular experiences at

first always leads to indirect methods,where not all laws of the acting forces

are known" (1822,401).
Though the constitutive "Newtonian" laws are necessary in order to

develop the pure theory of motion progressively and in a "synthesizing"

manner, the "integrals of motion" and variational principles of analytical
mechanics remain important as heuristic devices and instruments of apply-
ing the pure theory to intricate mechanical problems. In general, and with
respect to the enormous rise of mathematical physics in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, Fries stresses the creative and formative role
of mathematics for the natural sciences: "For, this science fthe pure theory
of motion] is actually the armory of all those hypotheses from which later
explanations are drawn that have success in experience. Most of it concerns

mathematical developments, the basic concepts, however, are of philosoph-
ical nature, and should this be successfully communicated to experts of nat-
ural science fl\Jaturkundlgen),we would gain quite a 1ot for the discipline of
hypothesis" (1822, I0).

Cnnl.rsrny

According to Kant's well-known dictum, it is 1ike1y that "chemistrv can

become nothing more than a systemalic art or experimental docrrine,
but never science proper" (IY,471). This expresses neither his lack of
appreciation nor his lack of interest in chemistry.2o It rather highlights the

fact that Kant saw no possibility of giving chemistry an a priorr founda-
tion that would meet the standards laid down in the Metaphysical Foutdarions,

that is, an a priori foundation beyond chemistry's merely empirical general-
izations, which lead to empirical rules instead of laws and to regulative
ideals instead of fundamental concepts.Though the "chemical revolution"
dramatically changed the character of chemistry during Kantt lifetime and

especially succeeded in reaching important quantitative larvs through
the research of A. L. Lavoisier, L.J. Proust,J. Dalton,J.J. Berzelius,J.B.
Richter, and others, this was, of course, not suflicient according to Kantt
foundational claims.

Fries first di.scusses the problem of mathematizing chemistry in his

Criticism of Richter\ Stoichiometry (1801).Jeremias Benjamin Richter was a

former student of Kant who somehow trivialized his teacher's demand for
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mathematical foundations of natural science (Carrier 1990, 200-201 ). Though
Fries welcomes Richter's attempt to make chemistry a mathematical science

(Fries 1801, 135), he firmly criti.cizes his realization of this aim. His criti-
cism concentrates on two points (1801,49): First, Richter gives no system-

atic presentation of stoichiometry but only a rhapsody (1801, 19, 25)-or,
to use Kantt phrase, an "aggre gate"-because he does not sutTiciently reflect

the metaphysical foundations of his science. Second, and even more impor-
tant, Richter does not recognize that mathematics in natural sciences-aiming

as it does for a foundation-cannot be applied to arbitrary experience but
musl be used to construct a priori concepts that make possible the experi-
ence relevant to the science in question (1801,9-10,13-18,22-23,48-49,
88-89). By mistake, Richter applies mathematics to the "art of chemical

experimenting," whereas he should have applied it to gain a "theory of
chemistry" as a subsystem of the "physical sciences" that is in need

of both metaphysical and mathematical principles in order to be accepted as

a science (1801, 16-17, compare 18-19,89, 1lB).And in order to reach a

pure theory of chemistry, Fries argues, proper mathematical principles must

enter at the level of dynamics in Kantt sense (1801,14-16).As Richter does

not recognize the importance of dynamics for his "Kantian project," and

especially underestimates the complexity of forces acting in chemical com-
pounds, the quantitative regularities he finds in his "mass rows" (Massenrei-

hen) can at best be compared to Keplert laws of planetary motion, for which
a Newton had yet to come (I80I,121-122, cornpare 17-19, 116).21

In the part of his Mathematical Philosoplry of Nature devoted to "stoi-
chiology" (1822,540-571),22 Fries tries to develop a dynamical foundation
of chemistry: "The kinds of masses must not be separated according to
mechanics . . . but according to dynamics, that is, according to the ditTerent

relations of their fundamental forces. So the concept of substance (in the

chemical meaning of the word) becomes meaningful to natural philosophy"
(1822,540).In his theory of fundamental forces, Fries adopts Kant's double

dichotomy of attractive and repulsive forces on the one hand, penetrat-

ing forces (durchdrutgende Kröfte) and contact forces (Flächenkröfte) on the

other hand. But contrary to Kant, Fries takes all four kinds of fundamental

forces into accolrnt: attraction and repulsion at a distance, attraction and

repulsion in contact (1822, 513-547, compare 151'-153, 620-622).Though
Fries's elaboration of this considerable deviation from Kantt dynamics can-

not be discussed here, it should be noted that, according to Fries, the "gap"

betr.veen the essentially mathematical 1eve1 (1822, 151-452, 621-622) of
constructing proper forces and the level of chemical phenomena cannot be

bridged without leaving space ro conjectures and hyporhesis: "The furure
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development of science will decide if hypotheses of this kind are useful or
not. In any case all processes of gravitation as well as al1 phlogistic and chem-
ical processes have to be explained by universal penetrating forces and con-
tact forces" (1822,571). Chemistry may thus not become a proper science

according to Kantian standards, but is defini.tely a science according to
Fries's "methodological extension," because it can be developed in the forn-r

of theory.

Brorocv

In his "foundations of morphology" (1822,572-600) Fries also transcends

I{ant's realm of "science proper." Part of it is a "theory of morphotic
processes" (Theorie der morphotischen Prozesse) or of "natural drives" (llatur-
triebe) (1822,584-585), as he cal1s it in a rather rnisleading manner.The des-

ignation "natural drives" i: rnislcading. becausc it suggests an aninrisric or
even anthropomorphic understanding of organic processes that Fries seeks

to avoid and that he criticizes throughout his philosophy of biology (see

Fries 1813,394-400).
Morphology has to do with the forms of those interactions of physi-

cal bodies which cannot sufficiently be explained by fundamental forces

alone (1822, 581). It is not restricted to organic processes, but is relevant

already for a constitutive theory of mathematical physics, like celestial

mechanics. In order to explain the movements of planets along conic sec-

tions, for example, the 1aw of gravitation is not sufficient but must be

accompanied by considerations of the configuration of the svstem or, to use

mathematical terms, by the consideration of initial and boundan' condi-
tions.The aim of morphology is a mathematical classification of the differ-
ent types of these conditions in order to distinguish diflerent forms of
physical interaction under the same fundamental forces. As far as thev are

relevant to a causal explanation ofphysical interactions beyond the funda-
mental forces, these conditions are designated by Friest unfortunate notion
of "natural drives" (1822, 582).

Now, the mathematical philosophy of naturc rrlust construct irs differ-
ent kinds mathematically. In the case of living plants or anirnals the accom-

plishment of this progran may create imrlense mathernatical and empirical
problems. It will be essential, however, that one never introduce "an unex-
plainable fundamental force for certain substances, namely organic matter,"

but that instead one ahvays strive for"an explanation in terms of a law that

governs a certain kind of interaction in the world of physical bodies" (1822,

583). Fries thus rejects vitalism, but also the use of a material or "objective
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teleology," in order to explain organic processes.This kind of teleology was

criticized but not always avoided by Kant. In contrast, according to Fries's

twofold (that is, progressive and regressi.ve) way of developing theory, this

kind of teleology can always be used as a heuristic device in the regressive

approach. In other words, this teleology can be used in order to reach sci-

entific explanations by fundamental forces and morphotic structures, but

always has to be excluded in the progressive approach, that is, as an expla-

nation in its own ight (1822,597-598).'z3 Without going into the details of
Fries's methodology of biology, one might say that the appearance of a

"Newton of the blade of grass," which seemed impossible to Kant (S75,V

400) was no mere utopia to Fries but seemed reachable one day by the

application of his direct and indirect approach. Fries's adherent Matthias

Jacob Schleiden, botanist and one of the founders of modern physiology,

later made abundant and successful use of this methodology in biology
(Schleiden 1989; see Charpa 1988 and 1999).

PunE MATHEMATTcS

Of course, Fries accepts not only Kant's premise that mathematics is deci-
sive for reaching a proper understanding of natural phenomena, but also his

premise that mathematics is of philosophical interest in its own right.There-
fore it is not by accident that the whole first half of Fries's Mathematical Phi-

losophy oJ l,lature deals with "philosophy of pure mathematics" (1822,

33-395).Though this subject is actually beyond the scope of this paper,2a

some remarks about its character may show that its development fits the

general objective of Fries's philosophy of science, that is, to "modernize"

Kantt approach in light of actual scientific developments.

For internal as well as external reasons (especially the rise of neohu-
manism), German mathematics in the first decades of the nineteenth cen-

tury was strongly oriented toward "pure" mathematics. This pure

mathematics was sharply distinguished from sensory experience and aimed

at rigor beyond questi.onable i.ntuitive foundations. Therefore, arith-
metic and algebra, rather than geometry or mechanics,25 become models of
mathematical research. The growing autonomy, abstractness, and "symbol-

ladenness" of mathematics leads to doubts about Kant's understanding of
mathematical concepts as mere constructions in space and time.

Fries seems to be not only the first German-speaking philosopher

who explicitly asked for a philosophy of mathematics as a metatheory of
pure mathematics (see Pulte 1999a,74),bt also the flrst to work out such

a metatheory as a "complete system of nrathematical forms" (1822,50).
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Accorcling to him, the two principal problems of this r-netatheory are the
origin of mathematical knor,vledge and the foundational clairns of mathe-
matics in the context of all human convictions (11122,.18) 

-With 
respect to

the new developments within mathematics, which Kant did not reflect, two
characteristics of his approach are worth nentioning, namely, his introduc-
tion of "syntactics" and his rnodification of Kant's r-rnderstanding of mathe-
rnatical apodicticiry.

First, Fries clearly ditTerentiates between a "syntactics or theory of
combination lKombindtionslehref x a theory of the pure laws of arrangenlent
of given parts" and the "theory of nurnbers, arithnetic, which is base d on
the idea of wholeness composed of homogenous parts" (1S22,65).Arith-
metic is r-nore restricted than syntactics in so far as it composes its objects
(that is, numbers) from a special syntactical postulate (homogeneiry), though
our prodr-rctive imagination allows for other forms of composition (1822.

68). One can undoubtedly trace back to the rvorks of Carl Friedrich Hin-
denburg and his so-cal1ed "combinatorial school" Fries's view that arith-
metic aims at a measuring determir-ration of magnitudes by concepts of pure
intuition and is preceded by a regulating syntactics that is interested in the
construction of the "most general rlathematical concepts" and is not based

in intuition.26 This vierv takes up and develops Eulert and Laglange''
algebraical foundation of analysis:

That syntactics is in principle ir-rdependent of :uithnretic is decided
anrolrg us since Hindenbr-rrg The rask oisrnractics is prl1c1itr* in order. rhe
task of arithmetic is measr-rring. To s\ntactics belongs no scpararc purclr
imaginative [and] fixed sequence; but onl,v the peculiar opcr:rriorr of plo-
ductive inragination, that is, putting in order.Therelble -rtnr.tcrics has no
axioms, but only postulates. In contrast, arithmetic borron 5 ir-s pe:tul:ttes
from syntactics, but has its separate fixed sequence of rhe lrrqel and
smaller and sepxrate axioms for this. (Fries 1822, 68)

In Fries's philosophy of mathematics syntactics becomes a second basic dis-
cipline next to (and in a way prior to) arithmetic. The firsr creares more
"qualitative" mathematical concepts (one might think of B. Riemann's larer
concept of an n-dimensional manifold), while the second creares more
quantitative concepts (such as numbers and magnitudes).

It fits into this context that in Fries we encounter second (and more
generally) a separariorr bctween pure inruirion and marhcnlaricrl .rpodicric-
iry.Admittedly, mathematical knowledge that is different from philosophical
knowledge is not given to us by thinking, but "already by itself in clear intu-
ition. To realize, however, its universaliry and necessity I need thinking"
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(1837,417).It is therefore right to say that Kant's "apodicticity dualism" of
intuition and thinking is replaced by an "apodicticity monism" of thinking

in Fries's philosophy of mathematics (see Ende I973,35). For Fries, all apo-

dictic knowledge i.s "discursive, philosophical knowledge as well as mathe-

matical knowledge" (1837 , 412).

This thesis only seems to signiS, a restriction of the Kantian meaning

of apodicticiry: By substituting the productive imagination as foundational

authority for pure intuition, Fries actually opens the field of mathematical

apodicticiry to such propositions that have no foundati.on in Kantls pure

intuition. He thereby takes into account the general development of rnath-

enratics in his time, which is characterized by an increasing abstraction and

self-reference of its laws and by the complexiry of its structures.

Fries did not (and, for several philosophical reasons, could not) extend

his originality to the foundations of geometry and therefore remained

strongly in favor of one (and only one) axiomatic system of geometry, that

is, Euclid's (1822,355-380; see Gregory 1983a',König and Geldsetzer 1979,

63* 69*). Nevertheless, his philosophy-and especially hh philosophy of
mathematics-found strong supporters among mathematicians' C. F. Gauß,

for example, praised hi.s work as exceptional and lucid in times of growing

philosophical obscuriry (König and Geldsetzet 1'979,39*-40*).

CoNcrusror'r

My outline may have shown that Friest rather limited impact on later phi-

losophy of sci.ence stands in remarkable contrast to his actual achievements

in this area. It may have also indicated at least one in-rportant reason for this

discrepancy: Friest approach aims at establishing an autonomous philo-

sophical metascience that develops in close contact with science. Philosophy

of science can neither replace scientific research nor become superfluous

owing to scientific developments-both areas are, on the contrary, comple-

mentary and interacting. In a way, however, this model was too modern to

be successful in his time.While German academic philosophy and its histo-

riography stuck to the idea of the predominance of philosophical specula-

tion over ernpirical research, most practicing scientists turned away from

German "school philosophy" and considered science and its history from

the point of view of naive posi.tivism. Neither view could perceive and

appreciate Friest peculiar approach and his achievements. Neo-Kantianism'

however, could have done so, but frequently lost sight of a respectable part of
its (potential) history when it followed nearly unanimously O. Liebmann's

siogan "back to Kant." Among other reasons, this historical development
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contributed to the neglect of the philosophy of science in the tradition of
Fries and his adherents (Ernst Friedrich Ape1t, Matthias Jacob Schleiden,
Oscar Xaver Schlömilch, Leonard Nelson, and others) up to now. But as

Ernst Cassirer put it:

It is his [Fries's] and his pupil Apeltt decisive merit that thcy . . relared
tl-re fundamental question of philosophy again to the "fact of science" and
thereby brought it back on a strictly scientific gror-rnd. . . . rvhat Flies and
Apelt did for the elaboration of Kantt doctrine of synthetic principles,
what they did especi:rl1y for the understanding of particular fundarnent:rl
concepts and fundamental methods, remains valid and has to be accepted
also by hinr r,vho rejects Fries's "anthropological" criticism as a foundation
of philosophy. (Cassirer 1 923, 482-483)

No:rls

1 For biographical rnformation, see Frederick Gregoly's chapter in thrs volurr.ie;
Mourelatos 1967 gives a short but informative overview. Thc standard biographr. on
Fries is still Henke 1937.The last volume of Fries's cornpl*c works (Sämrliche Sdttiftert)
(1967-), however, will contain rich additional matcrial on his life and rvork. Clasrracher
(1989) provides a valuable bibliograpby on Fries and bis school up to 1988

2. J. F Fries to an unknorvn r-ecipieut,21 Septernber 1832 (letter no 71f7. to apperr 1r.l

the final volune-volunre 29-of Fres's complete lor:ks)

3. I do not take into account here Kant\ C)pus ltosrttnltnt lespecialh his liirr,irior-/i,,rrr
the Nletaphysical Foundations oJNatural Srierra,/o P/l;,,;.-,1 ,, ir sas larsch unk:rotn .ir rhc
time. For Kant's later philosophy of science, see Fr-iedmlr 1991 l1-l l+1

4. I return to the flrst crvo examples belou,. For the cllculus of probabihn. .ee Fries
1842

5 The bibliography includes his most important contributions to the nrrural sci

ences and to philosophy ofscience Llseful presentations of this part ofhis solk can be
fotrnd in Amir-Alornand 1990, Herurann 2000, and, above all, Könis ancl Geldsetzer-
1979.

6. I u'il1 take up and shorten Kant's paraphrasc given in this passagc and nsc the tcr-.rn

"subjectle formai te1eology." See also Kant's 6rst Critiqr-re (A620lB6+8lf ).

7. Ahndung litera11v means "presencirnent" but is used by Fries also in the uearing of
"aesthetic sense." See Fries 1805, 601-755. Il the follou'ing analysis I drarv on Pulte
1999b,330ff.

B. As a proper understanding of Fries\ notion of "theory" clcpends to a ccrtain
extent on the flarne described here, I lvi11 postpone a discussion of it to the nert
se ct1on.
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9. The latter are also called "uraxirns of the sl-tenatizinq understanding" (e.g.,

182U 1831 ,5:323) Both ideal requlatives ancl heuristic naxinrs can be considercd fis-
sion products of I(ant'.s subjective forrral teleologXi

10. See Fries 1822,397-690, whcre thc pure doctrine of motion is tr-eated in a sensc

closc co Kant's phoronomy (in tlie first chapter of the second part,397-442); see also the

section "Mathematical Plrysics" belon'.

11. "Thrs science is in a r'vay the philosophy of applicd nratherrutics.The pr-rre doctrine
of nrotion . is nrathematics applied to nretaphysical knor'vleclge; it conrains thc sysrem

of tlre r.vholc [arrd] conrplete scientific knor,vledqe of nuu" (1822,397; ci 3, 10).

12. Fries rcgards celestial nrechanics as r)r exception; I rvi1l conre back to this poiut.

13. For the follorving sLlnlmarv. col.lrparc Ftics 182f1-1831, t:325-332, and 1837,

126-433

1-1. Conrparc the secrion "Friesi ti-amin!: of the :irslurtent" above. Fricsi consideration
can be illrrstrated.rs follorvs:A herrristic nr;rxiur scrves to generalize a hypothesis about a

fielcl oIexpc'rierce tl'rat conlbrms to certaill a prioli constraints,because spcculation sup-
plies a stlucrural tr-ar.nervork of conditions tl-rat havc to be obeyed in the construction of
a hyporhcsis If onc of the h.vpothe ses can be confirmccl bv eliminativc irduction, it is

constitntive rn so far as it contairs new crses of application th:lt werc not considerecl

befolc. New,ton's larv of gravitation rvas frrnred as a h1'pothesis rvitl'r rcspect to the sys-

terl eaftlr-r'r'roon. In thc sense described above it becomes constitutivc \\'ith respect to
otber systenm (like sun earth).

15. A subtle analysis of this ant:rgonism is given in Bonsiepcrr 1997; see also Gregory
1983b and 1989.

16. I rvould like to rcfer to Kant\ omission of Ncnton's second lal of notion in his

atternpt to give a foundatron of nrathenratic:r1 phvsics.Krrnt does not tlv to give an a pri-
oli derir,'ation of this lavu'-u'hich r.,.ould be crtrci;rl tbr:r tbundation of r-ational mechan-

ics n general. Moreover, thrs point is not discusscd iu r nr-rnrber of books devoted to
Kant's l.{cr,1;/r]ryirzl Foundatittn-r. Sec. for !'\amplc. Glor 1976, Pl:iass 1965, and Schäfer

19(r(r FoL-a r..easonable ar.ralysis of this point (ancl conflicting interpretations), sec, on the
otl'rcr harrd. Pollok 2001 387 38lJ

17 Fries 1822, 33--i95: sce rhe sccriorr "l)ure Mlthernatics" belorv

I B. Horvever. for the role oireleolos\' (rnd espccialh.' the principle of lcast action) in his

precritical perioil, see [Jr-rc]rclahl 19(r9,Wtschkics 1987, arrd Pulte 1999b.

19. Irr some cxses,:rs in the theorv of capillariry for exanrple, the "indirect method" even

seerns ildispensable in orcler to fincl the collcct lar'vs of dre interacting forces; sce Fries

1,822.408.

20. On the contr:rry, Kant! lvolk-especial11' the ()pus ltosttLnurrrr-uuderpins his strong
intcr€st in foundational questions of chernistr,v; see (larrier 1990 ard Friedman l9()2

261-290.

1,20
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21. In later works, Fries was much more favorably disposed toward Richter's scoi-
chiometry, obviously because he sarv hor.v difficult it would be to modify Kant's dynarl
ics according to the deuands of quantitative chemistry; see, for example, Fries I822,614,
654, and 1826a, 15-16, 52,248-249; compare also Henke 1931 , 49

22. Fries uses the notion "stoichiology" as a synonvm for "chemistry." see Fries 182(ra,

15.

23. In Kant's application of celeological arsumcnts in the realnr of organic processes,

Fries finds important evidence for his thesis chat Kant drd not sutTicrently drscrnguish
ideas (rvhere teJeology may be used) and thcories (lr'here celeology must be forbidden),
that is, the ideal :rnd the nacural lvorldview (see section "One System,Various Theories"
above, also Pulte 1999b, 327-329)

24. Several aspects of Fries\ philosoplry of mathematics are discnssed in König and
Geldsetzer 1.979,36*-69*, Gregory 1983a, and Schubring 1990

25. It seems r'vorth nrentioning, however, that in the field of rnechanics the orienrarron
to "pure" mathematics leads to a conventional interpretacion of mechanical principles
half a century before Poincarö transferled his conventionalisnr from geonletry to
mechanics; see Pulte 2003, chaps. 5 and 6.

26. Hindenburg's school and its relevance for ear\ nineteenth-century German math
ematics is discussed in some detail inJahnke 1990, 161, 232.


